Recollections of Farming in Merriott
in the 1940s
Richard Rumsby
My boyhood memories of farming in Merriott relate mostly to Westgate and
Moorlands Farms, both owned by my uncle, Arthur Rumsby.
Westgate Farm
Westgate Farm was on Broadway, on the site now occupied by the Merriott Service
Station, shop and post office. My uncle bought it as a dairy farm, in 1932.

Westgate Farm
as in the 1940s

The farm consisted of a wagon house, stables, cow stalls, calf house, root house, cart
shed, a small pigsty and a chicken house. There was also a garage of galvanised iron on a
timber framework, fronting Broadway and just down from the farm entrance. Before
the war, this was let to Robert Arthur Shutler. For a while during the war, the
American army used it as a vehicle maintenance workshop. There was a field behind the
farm, now occupied by the Sherlands housing.
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Arthur also owned land on Hinton Road and at Bowood. Other fields were rented,
including some from his brother at Eggwood and, later, Moorlands Farm from Mrs Rosa
Robbins, whose late husband, Samuel, was previously the farmer.
Three workmen were variously employed - George T. Caddy, Dennis L. Dodge, Stanley
Pattemore and, for a while an Italian prisoner of war called Tony who came from the
POW camp, previously an American army camp, at the recreation ground. At the time,
serious farm mechanisation was unheard of and so two horses, Prince and Captain, were
kept to pull the implements.
The cows were Friesians. Everything was done by hand, including milking. The person
milking sat on a three-legged stool, with his cap turned around so that the peak was at
the back, and his forehead resting on the cow’s flank.
Milking was usually done at Westgate, but in summer if
the herd was up at Eggwood, some distance away,
milking was out in the field. Two fields down from
Bowood Lane, there was a small wooden shed with about
three or four stalls for milking when needed.
After milking, the milk was cooled in a simple milkcooler (illustration left). Cold water from the mains was
fed through the cooling grid as the milk flowed over
the outside from the upper tank to the churn below.
Churns of milk, left at the farm gate, were collected by
lorry daily and taken to one of the local milk factories,
possibly the Horlicks factory at Ilminster. Empty
churns were also returned on a daily basis.
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Gypsies used to camp in Eggwood Lane, often putting their horses, without permission,
in the various farmers’ fields nearby, including my uncle’s. Their ladies used to go round
the village selling flowers and clothes pegs.
Further up the lane there were two very good fields for mushrooms.
Farming was very much a way of life for Arthur. Fields were kept in top condition.
Hedges were properly cut and laid, not shredded as they are by today’s hedge cutters.
The ditches were kept clean and fields were kept clear of thistles and ragwort. Ragwort
was, I believe, the cause of some cows in calf, who ate it, getting milk fever when they
calved. I remember when one cow in the field behind Dogdole Farm went down with it,
being told that unless it got up on its feet by next day it would be sent to the knacker’s
yard. Next day came and, in spite of every effort by me, the cow was still lying down, so
off it went.
The only crops grown were for the dairy herd. Grass was cut, turned and dried, and the
hay built into hayricks, which had to be thatched. Wheat was grown for the bedding
straw. Root crops, and especially mangel-wurzels (mangolds), were grown at Westfield,
Hinton Road, and stored outdoors in a ‘cave’ or ‘clamp’ - a long pile which was then
covered by straw and then earth - or in the root store. Such roots and the chaff had to
be cut up by a hand-operated cutter to provide fodder for the cows when they came in
for milking. Turning the handle to operate it was an arm-aching job. In late afternoon
the cow stalls would be mucked out, ready for the night.
All this farm work, of course, meant dirty clothes, Westgate had a copper boiler heated
by a fire lit underneath. Clothes then had to be wrung through a mangle - there were no
washing machines and spin dryers in those earlier times.
Westgate Farm was sold in 1954 and farming there came to an end.

Moorlands Farm
Moorlands Farm, which Arthur at first rented, was bought in 1947 from Mrs Robins,
who then lived in a ham-stone cottage in Broadway, a short distance from the farm
gateway and backing on to the farm field.
The entrance to the farm was from Broadway and the drive once lead through the
farm buildings to Moorlands Farm House and Moorlands Road, although this exit was
now blocked off.
Moorlands was different from Westgate in that it had a larger number of big storage
buildings, mainly built of stone with tile or slate roofs although there were some
corrugated iron roofs. There were cow stalls, a dairy, stables, tractor house, implement
shed, hay barns, pigsty, calve houses, looseboxes, open-fronted cattle sheds, workshop
and large concrete collecting yard in front of the cow stalls.
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On one side of the drive
were the hay barns and
stables and, on the other
side,
a
three-storey
building with the top floor
divided into open bins
(lower photo) for apple or
grain storage. A hatch in
the floor enabled sacks to
be hauled up by pulley.
Further
down,
the
buildings housed a cider
press. I never saw it in
use although there was
the remains of the orchard in
the field adjacent the Broadway
entrance. I do remember eating
what to me is still one of the
best apples I’ve ever tasted – an
old English variety, Jackson.
There was also an old walnut tree
behind the stables, just visible in
the picture on page 6, which was
taken looking from the home
field.
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The diagram below is of the farm layout as I remember it.
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The many buildings meant that hay could be stored in hay barns or lofts instead of
ricks. Later, of course it was baled into oblong bales for storage.
Wheat was also stored in the
barns while waiting for
Arthur
Mitchell’s
steam
engine
and
threshing
machine.
Threshing
was
exciting. We would gather
around with sticks or forks
waiting for the rats to try to
make their escape - and with
mixed success. (I remember
on one particular farm in
Lower Street being in such a
group of people, when a rat
got hold of a dogs tongue. It
would not let go. The dog
howled and ran round in circles, until the rat saw its chance and made good its escape.)
The threshing machine was, of course, later replaced by the combine harvester.
The cow stalls were on two sides of the collecting yard. On the side nearest the road,
they were brick built and single storey. On the Moorlands farmhouse side, they were
stone built, but brick fronted, and had a hayloft above.
Cows were now milked by milking machine. A bull was kept for a time until artificial
insemination arrived. The yard doors would be closed and the bull would be lead out,
using a pole attached to the ring in the animal’s nose, for exercise and to a drinking
trough in the yard corner. Or on occasions when the need arose, it would be let out
loose, with a cow!
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Tractors replaced the horses, although one horse
was always kept, for nostalgia sake! The first
tractor was a Fordson, a dark blue, heavy, low slung,
squat machine, similar to the one shown alongside, I
remember being told that it was the only tractor in
the village able to do certain heavy jobs,
presumably on steep slopes. Next came the green
John Deere, and then a grey Massey Ferguson.
Dennis Dodge was the tractor driver, and a good
one too. Other machinery also changed with the
times and the mangel-wurzel cutter was now
powered.

All the buildings were put in very good repair. Will Cossins lived with his wife Ellen in a
cottage attached to the stables. He was a gifted stonemason who, after the war, spent
some time working away from Merriott, repairing churches etc. He repaired all the farm
roofs and did other work, so that the buildings were all in very good shape. I remember
when he was working on the stable roof he took me up to the highest point and you
could see all over Merriott, right across Hitchen to All Saint’s Church.

When Arthur retired, the
farm was sold by auction
on
26th
May
1970.
Alongside is a list of the
equipment disposed of at
that time and the pictures
on the following pages
show some of it in various
locations around the farm
prior to the sale.
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Scott’s Nurseries bought the farm. Being in a conservation area, the buildings couldn’t
be converted into housing. Consequently, the roofs were not maintained and the
buildings fell into a state of total disrepair. Looking at a satellite image of the farm
today is to see total dereliction. The stable roof has gone, as has that of the building
opposite. Buildings on two sides of the yard - the single storey cow stall and the
buildings on the entrance side - are no more. The yard is overgrown, as is the main
drive. The following photographs were taken in April 2011. They tell their own sad story.
Recent photos: Nigel Stephens
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What a sad end to a fine farm!
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